An Intelligent Left Foot Accelerator

- Only one source of acceleration: switch between OEM or Left Foot pedal with the touch of a button.
- No gas pedal guard required.
- Activation button can be mounted anywhere within client’s reach.
- Electronic acceleration means no cables or rods.

Innovative Driving Solutions
www.suregrip-hvl.com
Beyond the immeasurable dependability and impressive quality of Sure Grip’s consumer electronics, what completely separates Sure Grip from other manufacturers is the team that designs, develops and builds your electronic devices.

Tim Smith, BSc.EE, P.Eng., and Dane Millar, BSc.EE, are lead members of the Sure Grip award-winning product development and design team. Tim and Dane, along with other members of the Sure Grip R&D team, are proud of the uniqueness and inventive concepts that the FeatherLite driving control series brings to the disabled driving community.

When you drive Sure Grip, you drive uniquely designed state-of-the-art driving aids. Who better to coach your mobility dealer in creating the perfect outcome for you than the person who designed (and who ultimately built) your very own device? Feel free to reach out to Tim or Dane with your comments or questions.